
Jefferson, Thomas
Thomas Jefferson (1743–1826) is one of the most admired figures in American
history. A distinguished thinker and writer, an innovative architect, an inventor, a
university founder, and an adept statesman, Jefferson was the author of the
Declaration of Independence and the nation’s second vice president and third
president.

Thomas Jefferson was born on April 13, 1743, in Albemarle County, Virginia, into a wealthy and
prominent family. He grew up as a member of the Virginia planter aristocracy and was educated
at private schools. He entered William and Mary College in 1760 and studied with some of the
greatest American legal scholars of the period. He became a lawyer in 1767, and his keen mind
and aptitude for legal intricacies quickly won him a formidable reputation. In 1770 Jefferson
began work on Monticello, the estate that was to be his lifelong home. In 1772 he married
Martha Wayles Skelton. The couple had ten children, but only two of them survived beyond
infancy. Martha died in 1782; Jefferson, who had been devoted to her, never remarried.

Early Political Career
In 1769, at the age of twenty-six, Jefferson was elected to Virginia’s House of Burgesses, where
he soon aligned himself with the "radical" faction that believed Parliament should have no say
over the laws of Virginia (Patrick Henry and Richard Henry Lee were two such radicals). He
remained a member of that legislative body until it was disbanded by the British in 1774.

Jefferson was a popular and well-regarded legislator. Although he was widely acknowledged a
brilliant writer, his gifts did not extend to oratory: he was by several accounts a relatively poor
public speaker. Among his many other skills, however, were mapping and surveying, in
recognition of which he was appointed the Albemarle County surveyor in 1773.

MONTICELLO

Thomas Jefferson’s wide-ranging abilities were reflected in the construction of
Monticello (Monticello is Italian for "little mountain," or "hill"). When he was
twenty-one, Jefferson chose a mountaintop on his father’s estate to build his
home. Over the course of the next forty years, he continued to refine and add
to the estate, which combined stylistic elements of classical Greek and Roman
architecture with American colonial design. Many of the architectural features of
Monticello were innovative and were later replicated by other builders in the
United States and elsewhere. Although present-day visitors to the site see what
appears to be a grand estate, the fact is that Monticello was first and foremost a
working plantation, and despite Jefferson’s sincere and lifelong commitment to
freedom and moral equality, it was a plantation on which the work was done by
slaves.
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Monticello had a number of original interior features of Jefferson’s own design,
one of them being an improved version of the dumbwaiter. In addition, Jefferson
invented the swivel chair and also constructed an elaborate and highly accurate
clock (most clocks of the period were woefully inaccurate). Jefferson collected
furniture and other accoutrements to decorate his home during his time in
France. Jefferson’s adroit arrangement of this carefully chosen collection of
furnishings set a style that became known throughout the United States.

Jefferson built his own kilns to manufacture the bricks for the construction of
Monticello. Overall, more than a half-million bricks went into the main building
and the outbuildings. Jefferson also personally oversaw the landscaping of
Monticello and was said to have been familiar with each species of tree and
plant on the property. Among the plantings were 1,151 peach trees, grown from
seeds he had obtained in France.

The Declaration of Independence
Jefferson was an early and fervent opponent of British rule. In 1773 he was a founding member
of Virginia’s Committee of Correspondence (essentially an underground pro-independence
organization whose members kept each other posted on political developments), and he helped
organize a boycott of British goods following the Boston Tea Party. Jefferson also wrote a
pamphlet in 1774; in it he argued that the British Parliament had no authority over the colonial
legislatures. In 1775 Jefferson was elected a representative to the Second Continental Congress.
He was also appointed the commander of the Albemarle County militia.

In 1776 Jefferson was one of five men chosen to draft what became the Declaration of
Independence. Jefferson wrote the first draft of the document, and only minor changes were
made to the draft by his associates (prominent among whom were John Adams and Benjamin
Franklin). The declaration expressed the main principles of the American Revolution and
presented a list of grievances against the British. In the declaration, Jefferson drafted (and
strongly supported) the language on equality—by which it is generally understood he meant
moral equality, not political equality. In common with many of his contemporaries, he was a
slave owner; at one point he had 187 slaves. Jefferson’s private writings reveal that while he
recognized the evils of slavery, he thought that abolition should come slowly, as small,
individually owned farms supplanted large plantations.

The Revolutionary War
After the ratification of the Declaration of Independence, Jefferson returned to Virginia and
became a member of the state legislature, where he served until 1779, when he was elected
governor. In 1780 Governor Jefferson presided over the movement of the state capital from
Williamsburg to Richmond. Jefferson resigned the governorship in 1781, however, when the
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impending arrival of invading British troops forced him, Patrick Henry, and several other people
too prominent for their own safety to flee Richmond.

While he was in the legislature, Jefferson wrote the Statute for Religious Freedom. This
legislation—which Jefferson regarded as one of the three most significant accomplishments of
his life—later served as the basis for the language on religious freedom in the First Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution. In 1783 Jefferson was elected to the Continental Congress. He was
subsequently appointed a member of the committee that traveled to France to negotiate the
Treaty of Paris, which put a formal end to the Revolutionary War.

Following the successful conclusion of the Revolution, Jefferson briefly left public service and
wrote Notes on the State of Virginia, a book on the natural history of Virginia. In 1785 Jefferson
became the American ambassador to France. He lived in Paris, where he developed a deep
regard for the French. He was in France during the debate over the Constitution, which he
initially opposed because of the enormous power it vested in the federal government. Although
the inclusion of the Bill of Rights satisfied many of his concerns, Jefferson continued to be an
outspoken advocate of limited government.

 

The Virginia Statute for Religious Freedom was drafted by Jefferson in
1779 and became law in 1786. The statute created the framework for
the legal protection of worship in Virginia, and it served as the model
for the religious-rights clauses in the First Amendment. The statute
confirmed the right of all people in the state to worship as they pleased
and forbade the imposition of what in legal terms is called a religious
test.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly, that no man shall be compelled to
frequent or support any religious worship, place, or ministry whatsoever, nor
shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in his body or goods, nor
shall otherwise suffer on account of his religious opinions or belief; but that all
men shall be free to profess, and by argument to maintain, their opinion in
matters of religion, and that the same shall in no wise diminish enlarge, or
affect their civil capacities.

VIRGINIA STATUTE FOR
RELIGIOUS FREEDOM

Secretary of State
After George Washington was elected president in 1789, he appointed Jefferson the nation’s first
secretary of state. Jefferson assumed office on March 22, 1790. Among his duties were
supervision of the gradual growth of the State Department (the department had only eight
employees in the United States and twenty overseas) and the expansion of the country’s
diplomatic corps and activities. The new secretary’s greatest challenge was to improve U.S.
relations with the European powers, especially Britain. The British still had de facto control over
large segments of territory granted to the United States in the Treaty of Paris. The British
refused to withdraw from the areas until the United States paid compensation for British
property confiscated or destroyed during the war.
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In addition, Spain refused to withdraw beyond the southern and western boundaries of the new
country. When war broke out in 1793 between France and Great Britain, Jefferson adopted an
anti-British stance in his diplomacy, a position that brought him into conflict with the secretary
of the treasury, Alexander Hamilton, who was pro-British. Tension between the two contributed
to Jefferson’s resignation in 1793.

Jefferson’s opposition to Hamilton’s policies and ideas led him to join with James Madison in
forming a new political party, the Democratic-Republican Party (forerunner to the modern
Democratic Party), to oppose Hamilton’s Federalist Party. The hallmark of Jefferson’s party was
its opposition to a strengthened central government. In 1796 Jefferson ran unsuccessfully for
the presidency—he lost to John Adams—but under the system of the period, Jefferson became
vice president.

While in office, Jefferson opposed the Alien and Sedition Acts, which to an extent were aimed at
him and his supporters. In 1798 Jefferson anonymously wrote the Kentucky Resolutions. These
resolutions argued that the federal government did not have a right to exercise any powers not
listed in the Constitution. Along with the essentially similar Virginia Resolution, the Kentucky
Resolutions contended that states had a right to void federal laws that violated the spirit of the
Constitution. The Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions are important documents in the history of
the American doctrine of states’ rights.

The Presidency
Although Jefferson succeeded in winning the presidential election of 1800, his victory came only
after thirty-six ballots were cast in the House of Representives. Thanks to an oversight among
the electors pledged to Jefferson, he and his running mate, Aaron Burr, ended up in a tie. The
Constitution required that an electoral tie vote be decided by the House. Ironically, Jefferson’s
victory came about because his nemesis, Hamilton—who disliked Burr even more than he
disliked Jefferson—convinced the Federalists in the House to support Jefferson when the
legislature cast the final vote. (To prevent such a situation’s recurrence in the future, in 1804
Congress passed and the states ratified the Twelfth Amendment, which provides for the election
of the president and the vice president on separate ballots.) Hamilton’s course of action led to
his death at Burr’s hands four years later.

 

In his second inaugural address, Jefferson defended his purchase of the
Louisiana Territory; he argued that the territory would pay for itself
within a short time and that the country was better off if Americans
rather than citizens of another nation settled the territory.

I know that the acquisition of Louisiana had been disapproved by some, from a
candid apprehension that the enlargement of our territory would endanger its
union. But who can limit the extent to which the federative principle may
operate effectively? The larger our association, the less will it be shaken by local
passions; and in any view, is it not better that the opposite bank of the
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Mississippi should be settled by our own brethren and children, than by
strangers of another family? With which should we be most likely to live in
harmony and friendly intercourse?

THOMAS JEFFERSON, SECOND
INAUGURAL ADDRESS, MARCH 4, 1805

As president, because of his mistrust of government power, Jefferson worked to reduce the
scope of the federal government. He eliminated an unpopular tax on whiskey and cut federal
spending. He also reduced the national debt by about a third. Jefferson’s most significant action
as chief executive was making the Louisiana Purchase of 1803. The purchase dramatically
increased the size of the United States and allowed for expansion westward beyond the
Mississippi River. Jefferson dispatched the explorers Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to
explore and survey the newly acquired territory, all the way to the Pacific coast.

The president’s action was controversial, since the Constitution did not grant the chief executive
an explicit right to acquire new territory. However, Congress’s approval of Jefferson’s purchase
set the precedent for future presidents to acquire new territories.

Jefferson also took a keen interest in foreign affairs. For centuries many nations had paid tribute
to the Barbary pirates of North Africa in exchange for their agreement not to attack merchant
ships. In 1801 Jefferson discontinued the practice, and in 1805 he dispatched a fleet to suppress
the pirates. American forces eventually forced the Barbary pirates to end their attacks.

THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

Thomas Jefferson was instrumental in founding the University of Virginia in
1819 (the university was initially known as Central College). He designed the
buildings and the grounds for the university, and from his home, Monticello, he
watched the construction of the campus structures through a telescope.
Jefferson’s original design of the campus centered on the Rotunda, which
contained a library. He served as the institution’s first rector.

Jefferson’s influence extended even to the university’s curriculum. Indeed, the
University of Virginia became the first institution of higher learning in the United
States that gave students access to a range of programs in addition to
medicine, law, and religion. Jefferson regularly interacted with the university’s
faculty and student body, and each week he invited members of the college
community to Sunday dinner.

Jefferson was immensely proud of the institution he founded. He felt so strongly
that his work establishing the university was among the greatest of his life’s
deeds that he even insisted that the phrase "father of the University of Virginia"
be included as one of three accomplishments recorded at his grave site. (Being
president of the United States was not one of those accomplishments!)

Second Term
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Jefferson easily won reelection in 1804. The Napoleonic conflict in Europe became the focus of
Jefferson’s second term. The British implemented a naval blockade of France and prevented
American ships from trading with most of Europe. Jefferson supported the 1807 Embargo Act,
which called upon American ships to stop trading with the nations fighting in Europe. The
embargo proved very unpopular and hurt the U.S. economy. Nevertheless, Jefferson skillfully
kept the United States from becoming involved in the European conflict. After his second term,
Jefferson, following the precedent established by Washington, declined to seek a third. He was
succeeded by his friend James Madison.

Later Life
After leaving the presidency, Jefferson remained active as a writer and inventor, but his focus
shifted increasingly away from politics. He helped establish the University of Virginia and
continued to work on Monticello. Jefferson also engaged in a lengthy and detailed
correspondence with John Adams over the role and scope of government. In old age the two
men succeeded in reviving the close friendship that years of partisan squabbling had effectively
destroyed. Jefferson died on July 4, 1826, at Monticello, just hours before Adams died at his
home in Quincy, Massachusetts. Each man spoke of the other in his last hour.

TOM LANSFORD
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